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regulations which bore hardly on the colonists were laxly
maintained, and, since the colonies had few manufactures
of importance, the policy of Whitehall placed no great
hardship upon them. Walpole contributed almost nothing
to imperial theory: he accepted the colonial policy of his
generation; yet he sought to promote the economic prosperity
of America, so long as its interest did not conflict with that
of England.
Xhe basis of Walpole's policy clearly was his belief in the
Theorynofie Theory of the Balance of Trade and his Insistence on a
of exports over imports.    Consequently he
of the individual but towards
the development of national strength. ^ It was the staple
industries of the country, and industry rather than agri-
culture, which benefited most from his regime. It would
be completely untrue to call Walpole a EoeeJTrader, for he
lowered import duties only on raw materials and maintained
a tariff barrier against foreign manufactures; and he had no
belief in the advantages of unfettered competition. He was
no innovator; the theory of the Balance of Trade in which
he believed was almost universally accepted at that time.
Nor is a later generation entitled to ask of him changes
of policy which only extraordinary enlightenment could
dictate. Yet, adopting current economic theory, Walpole,
by his reduction of duties and his allowance of direct export
from America to Europe, made some inroad upon the mer-
cantilist system. His Interest lay in the practical manage-
ment of business, not In the development of commercial
doctrines.
There is no doubt of the success of Walpole's economic
of his ecpno- Policy.   En^sh_s^^	a million tons
, mic p° lcy"   and by oxsxJamjoiill^	and
1738. Whereas British exports In 1720 were worth nearly
seven millions and ""imports" Just over six' million pounds,
leaving a favourable balance of trade of under a million
pounds, in 1738 exports totalled almost ten millions, and
imports nearly seven and a quarter millions, leaving a
* favourable balance of two and three-quarter millions. The
total volume of trade increased by over thirty per cent*,

